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Implement Active Learning Strategies

Diversity and Inclusion

Develop Students’ Science Identity

Research is clear: students learn more and retain what they learn longer
when faculty implement active learning strategies. This suite of pages
supports faculty using a variety of active learning strategies effectively and
in expanding their active learning toolkit.

The geoscience workforce is significantly less diverse than the US population, and even lags behind other STEM disciplines. Yet there are evidencebased practices for broadening participation. This suite of pages supports
2YC faculty in implementing those practices.

Showcase Nonstereotypical Scientists

▪ Develop Students’ Science Identity

From pictures on the syllabus and website to spotlights of interesting
scientists research course content, draw students’ attention to individuals
who don’t fit the scientist stereotype so that more students can a future for
themselves in science.

▪ A set of posters developed by Rachel Beane (Bowdoin College) with
guidance on implementing several common active learning strategies.

▪ Mitigate the Impacts of Stereotype Threat and Solo Status

Practice Doing Science

▪ Support First Generation Students at Two-Year Colleges

▪ Recommendations about which methods are good for common teaching
and learning objectives.

▪ Design and Adapt Instruction to Make Courses Accessible

Any activity in a course that mimics what scientists do can be used to
"remind" students that they are doing science. Lab activities, field trips,
even short in-class activities that involve building skills or habits of mind can
reinforce students' identity as a scientist.

The information on how to use these pedagogies will include:

▪ Links to the extensive teaching modules and resources at Pedagogy in
Action.
▪ Guidance from the Cutting Edge Classroom Observation Project on
making a more student-centered classroom.

▪ Support the Whole Student
In addition, resources from partners like InTeGrate and GETSI have been
included to provide faculty with additional information guidance.
▪ Develop Cultural Competency
▪ Address Societally Relevant Issues

Highlight Topics Relevance to Students’ Lives
Real-world examples can show how geoscience is relevant to students’
families and communities because it can address issues they care about.
This kind of work transforms abstract classroom materials into concrete
actions that students can relate to.

http://serc.carleton.edu/sage2yc/strengthen_faculty.html

